A seasonal layer of carbon dioxide frost coats Mars's northern polar ice cap in this image, which was released on 2 February by the European Space Agency (ESA). Each winter, carbon dioxide precipitates out of the cold atmosphere and onto the ice cap. The image is a composite of pictures taken between 2004 and 2010 by ESA's Mars Express spacecraft. The distinctive spiral troughs were probably carved by wind. Radar investigation by Mars Express and NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter revealed that the ice cap consists of many layers of ice and dust extending to a depth of about 2 kilometres.
Martian polar ice cap sculpted by wind
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UK science czar
The UK government's chief scientific adviser has been appointed to possibly the biggest science job in the country. The government announced on 2 February that Mark Walport will take the helm of a new body called UK Research and Innovation (UKRI), which is expected to oversee a pot of more than £6 billion (US$7.5 billion) in government science spending when it comes into being in 2018. Walport's appointment is significant because there are fears that UKRI could reduce the freedom of the nine individual bodies that currently allocate much government science funding. 
POLICY
Swedish stimulus
The Swedish government unveiled plans on 2 February to make the country carbon neutral in less than two decades. A law expected to pass through parliament in March would set a binding target of reducing domestic greenhouse-gas emissions from industry and transport by 85% by 2045, relative to 1990 levels. Remaining emissions would be offset by natural carbon capture through forestation and by investment abroad. On announcing the move, Sweden's environment minister, Isabella Lövin, said that her country wants to set an example at a time when climate action in the United States is threatening to lose momentum. pending reorganization. The government made the order on 31 January, when it also issued a decree giving amnesty to some officials accused of corruption; this was later withdrawn after mass protests. An open letter signed by nearly 600 academics and their supporters says that the councils, which are non-political, should be immune to government change. Signatories fear that the proposed reorganization may allow amnesty for politicians who have committed scientific misconduct.
Researcher on trial
An Iranian researcher in disaster medicine, who is accused of collaboration with a "hostile government", has been threatened with the death sentence by a judge on Iran's revolutionary court, according
POLITICS
Romanian protests
Angry Romanian scientists have called on their new government to reverse its order for national science-advisory bodies to immediately stop their work,
AWARDS
Dual tribute
The CRISPR geneediting system, which has transformed biological 
Borehole record
The Iceland Deep Drilling Project completed the deepest-ever geothermal well on 25 January. After 168 days of drilling, the well bottomed out at 4,659 metres, just shy of its 5-kilometre goal. But temperatures and pressures were so high at the bottom of the well that fluids were observed behaving in a 'supercritical' fashion -as neither liquid nor gas -an observation that was one of the project's goals. The well, on Iceland's volcanic Reykjanes peninsula, is being used to explore the source of geothermal systems and to see fears about a growing crack in the Brunt ice shelf. Staff were evacuated last month for the coming Antarctic winter after another unpredictable crack in the ice was discovered. The base, which is designed to be relocated periodically, is ready for re-occupation in November, the BAS said.
whether supercritical fluids can be tapped as an energy resource. 
RESEARCH
Stem-cell trial
